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Changes in Wooster
Tuition Plan Made

Minnichfs Address on Feminism and Kno
Forum
Concludes 1991 First-Year

College May Have Breached Interest Law

President for Finance William
S noddy says that the school's interest
charging practice has been changed
to alleviate any illegalities which
may have existed, but it is unclear
whether the College will have to re
fund any of the money it may have
collected in excess of the legal amount
The. Wnnsier Plan is offered bv the
College to allow students and parents
to pay their tuition in eight monthly
installments each year instead of two
lumpsums. Until this year the Col
lege charged an annual finance rate
of twelve percent for students electing to pay in this manner.
Section 1713.05 of the Ohio
CodCi however, prohibit Col;
leges and Universities in the state
from charging interest or finance
charges exceeding the gross yield to
Re--vis- ed
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First-YeForum Series
Pkofessok Elizabeth Minnich, the final speaker op the 1991
It is this critiquing of assump
clusion through definition. That is,
JEREMIAH G. JENNE
is. most conthe use of a group to define a criteria tions that Minnich
Voice Staff Writer
through
went
"I
cerned about.
Elizabeth Minnich, professor that is not applicable to any other undergraduate work, graduate
disof philosophy and woman's stud- group and is thus inadvertently
work, and was well into teaching
ies at the Union Institute of Cin- criminatory. .
nothing
"The best example of mysti- myself before I realized
cinnati, Ohio, spoke at McGaw
learned had
fied reasoning," slated Minnich, I was teaching or had
Chapel Monday night.
any women in it," she said.
In a lecture based on her award "is war. War from the perspec- "These things are so obvious and
winning book. Transforming tives of the history books is told so startling when you do notice
Knowledge, Minnich stated her in antiseptic language that makes them, you can't believe you
goal was to get the audience it sound like chess."
along."
The concept is therefore cleansed couldn't see them all
"thinking about thinking."
related it
Minnich
In this way,
According to Minnich "the deep and made mystical, not real "From
class, to the myth of Oedipus and the
and basic problem we have about the perspectives of gender,
Oedipus cycle, "The problem
thinking is that a group of privileged and race, war takes on a whole new
with men is not that they are vic"
men took themselves to be the norm meaning," charged Minnich.
Complex but
The final symptom is that of tims of the Oedipus
and the ideal for alL"
It's not that
error.
Oedipus
the
Minnich then broke the problem partial knowledge. .
mothers,
it's just
their
desire
According to Minnich, "Tradi- they
down into four symptoms: ""faulty
them."
recognize
that they don't
pareeneralizatiaBS, circular reasoning, tion has given us too much
writing,
Minnich has been
tial knowledge." The way in
Jind mystifying concepts."
and consulting about
speaking,
which we are taught from only
the implications
said Minnich,"when we think one perspective.
almost twenty
Minnich also addressed the is- scholarship for
about the few as the all." She
workpresented
has
She
years.
thinkexemplified the study in which sue of feminism and how
colleges
100
than
more
at
shops
the use of aspirin for reducing ing relates to the issue.
and universities.
as
feminism
Minnich defined
the chance of heart attacks was
Minnich's lecture concluded the
toproven as a general truth, except "something of a turn of mind
1991 Wooster Forum, a series of
wards critique and a turn of heart to
that the study used only men.'
seven events which addressed isar

of-femini-

,

mutualCircular reasoning, according to equality, a commitment to
assumptions."
critique
of
Minnich, is the perpetuation of ex ity and

;

st

approved lenders on guaranteed student loans for the preceding calendar
quarter. The Ohio student loan commission provides official notice of
this amount to every Ohio college
and university each quarter.
For the final quarter of 1990 this
amount was ele ven and a quarter percent and at one point in 1991 the
interest rate ceiling was as low as
nine and three quarters percent
The College has not notified parents or students of the potential that
the college charged excess interest.
or of the recent change in policy.
According to Snoddy, it is not likely

thatanyone wuireceivearciunu uum
the College, because the College
maintains that it is not bound by this
particular law.
"The interpretation of the law on
this matter is unclear," said Snoddy.
"To the best of our knowledge, .the
violation of the
College is not
"'
Code."
according
to
arises,
The question
"

'--

DAVID ROYSE
Voice StaffWriter
The College of Wooster may have
been charging students on The
Wooster Plan interest in excess of the
amount allowed by Ohio law. Vice

iff.

--

Continued on page 3 .

Inspection of Club Mailing
Prompts Review of Mail Policies
JUDY NICHOLS
Voice StaffWriter
The recent controversy surround
ing the opening of a campus mailing
by a mail service employee has
prompted the College to review its
mail room policies.
As reported in last week's Voice,
Mike Gorrell, Manager of the Mail
Service, opened a campus mailing to
forty students from the Alpha Gamma
Phi club on Friday, Nov. 1 .
This action has raised serious concerns about the privacy of campus mail.
For the mail room, the action has
pointed up a critical need to redefine
mail room policies and procedures.
Review of mail room policy began
this week. Gorrell, Ken Plusquellec,
Dean of Students and Bob Rodda,
Director of Lowry Center, met to
discuss ambiguities in existing poli-

student to which the letter is sent
while other letters may be addressed
with

an incomplete name that may

cause confusion as to the correct recipient
In each case, the mail room must
decide which student should receive
.

the letter. Often additional information, such as that which can be obtained from an unstapled sheet mailing, can be helpful or even essential
in making a decision.
Gorrell, Rodda, and Plusquellec
are discussing policy that will specify
how these decisions should be made
and what procedures should be followed. The group, after defining
what constitutes "suspicious mail,"
will also clearly identify situations in
which mail can be inspected.

Rodda comments, "How does
somethinggetlookedatornot? That's
what we're wrestling with."
Rodda emphasizes that the mail
room's primary concern is getting
mail quickly and efficiently to students; time constraints and other pres-

cies.
Rodda explained in an interview
that present policies do not specify
how to handle mail that is incorrectly
or incompletely addressed. In many
room employees
letters, the box number in the address sures inhibit mail
of the Continued on page 2
sues of diversity and discrimination. does not match the box number
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John Hammock, Executive Director of
Oxfam America: Listening Skills Are
Key to Helping the Hungry
DANA DE WEESE
News Editor
John Hammock, executive director of Oxfam America, spoke at the
College of Wooster last Thursday on
hunger issues in the United States
and abroad.
Hammock told the stones of three
impoverished people who best demonstrated the hardworking, diligent
attitudes of poor populations overseas. In one case he cited a woman in
Bangladesh who grouped other
women together to grow rice, much
against the will of male members of
the community. Hammock said this
is common
drive for
as well as
Bangladesh,
poor
the
of
for
and
Cambodia
for those of Africa.
Oxfam
sent
has
other regions where
representatives.
Oxfam. first founded in England in
1942. is a grassroots organization.
Hammock said. Each branch office,
including those in Australia and El
Salvador, sends workers into poor
communities to promote better economic political and social conditions. He said, however, that Oxfam
works with, not for, a community.
Hammock said the most important
element in working with the hungry
and
and homeless is not hand-ou- ts
self-sufficien-

cy

ICE HOUSE

charity, but good listening skills.
A person wishing tocombat hunger.
he said, must listen to a community's
own ideas for solutions, not tell them
what these solutions should be. By
this, people are more trusting of persons providing aid, and will be better
themselves once
able to
said.
Hammock
gone.
is
the aid
Oxfam
not prodoes
Currently,
poor
of the
vide ariffanT to the
United States, but will initiate programs mAnKrica beginning in 1992.
The staff, consisting of approximately 60 persons, has salaries which
are paid by donations. Hammock said,
however, that 85 cents of every dollar
self-susta-

donated K) Oxfam is used for community and agricultural development.
Hammock, executive directorsince
1984, has cooperated
side-by-si- de

with other organizations in Ethiopia,
Mozambique. Vietnam and the Caribbean. A native of Cuba, Hammock
coordinates programs in Oxfam
America's headquarters in Boston.
Hammock's presentation was followed by yesterday's Fast fora World
Harvest, which involves over one
million people across the nation each
year. Approximately 60 College of
Wooster students and faculty took
part in the fast this year.
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Salvador on November 25, 1989, spoke to the College community Tuesday night. Casolo was a crucial
participant in the church movement in el salvador. ammunition and explosives were pound in the backyard
BELIEVED WAS A SAFE HOUSE FOR GUERRILLAS.

OP HER HOME. WHICH THE SaLVADORAN GOVERNMENT

Lowryfs Mail Room
Policies Under Review
Continued from page one

from reading any maiL
Another consideration is the post
office's liability in cases where the
post office sends out a mailing that
publicizes an illegal activity or evenL
In effect, the post office could be accused of advertising an illegal activity.
It still hasn'tbeen determined, however, whether the post office could
actually be held liable for an illegal

Notice to all mep3
PARTICIPATING IN
RUSHING SECTIONS

with post office regulations.
Another related concern for

stu-

dents' rights and privacy is the possibility of tapping students' telephones.
According to PlusquellecThe College wouldn't do anything to anyone's
telephone without their permission."

The only time the College would
trace calls would be upon the request
of a student, such as one who is
receiving harassing phone calls.

party announced through campus mail.
Rodda states mat although the liResponding to concerns that
ability issue is being discussed, it is not
review.
phones could be tapped to determine
the driving issue in the policy

When asked about the status of the
College's mail room.Rodda explains :
that the College's post office is offi- cially a substation. This term is
"applied because the post office provides more services for outgoing mail
than usual post offices do.

illegal drug activity, Plusquellec
states that such cases are turned over
to the local authorities. "
All these procedures relating to
tapping telephones, ho weverre not
written down in official policy.
'

Rodda also comments that the BEST DAMN CAMPUS
federal post office considers inREP WANTED!!
coming letters to the College to ONLY
CAN OFFER YOU
bi mailed when the letters arrive A FREE SPRING BREAK TRIP FOB
at the substation. Still, a substa- EVERY 20 PAID AND A CHANCFJ
TO WIN A YAMAHA
tion dues not handle incoming
NOW
WAVEJAMMER.CALL
post
other
differently
than
mail
.
comply-offices; substations must
HI-U-

....1-800-263-56-

FE
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BECAUSE OF THE TIMING OF
THANKSGIVING BREAK & A
CONCERN WITH GIVING
INDIVIDUALS ADEQUATE
TIME TO CONSIDER THEIR
INVITATIONS, SECTIONS
WILL BE EXTENDING BIDS
BETWEEN FRIDAY, NOVEM-- .
BER 22, AND MONDAY,
NOVEMBER 25 INSTEAD OF
ONLY ON THAT MONDAY.
SOME GROUPS MAY ELECT
v: TO ISSUE INVITATIONS
BEFORE MONDAY. BUT NOT
ALL STUDENTS SHOULD
EXPECT COMMUNICATION
FROM THE INDIVIDUAL
SECTIONS UNTIL THAT DAY.
BIDS TO WOMEN FROM THE
VARIOUS CLUBS WILL ALL
BE SENT OUT ON MONDAY
THE 25TH. AS ORIGINALLY
SCHEDULED.
-- INTER SECTION COUNCIL
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Survey Shows Need for Later Hours
and Fewer Distractions at Andrews
DANA DE WEESE
News Editor
In a recent survey, the Educational
Affairs Committee (EAQ of the Student Government Association found
that students studying in Andrews Library cannot use the building as late as
they might need.
Of 1 1 8 students who completed the
survey, 50 percent said they most often use the library in the late evening,
between 9 pjn. and 12 midnight, and
fifty percent also said they have a need
for extended library hours.

Six hours of library use per
respondent was the median figure.
Most of the survey participants said
they are currently working on an IS,
and would benefit greatly if library
hours were extended.

While questionnaire participants
said they study most often in their
private rooms, Taylor. Hall, Lowry
Center or their dormitory lounge when

lems that may have affected the results
of their survey. The questions did not
ask for a person's major, and students
majoring in the sciences may not rely
as much on Andrews Library as students of other disciplines. "This may
have shifted the range of answers," the
EAC report said.
But the EAC still finds that longer
library hours are necessary, and members of the committee are requesting
an extension of hours on a temporary
basis. According to survey data, Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday nights are
when students would most likely use
the library past midnight.
The EAC suggests that the library
remain open until 1 ajn. on two of
these nights during a
trial
period, after which time the change in
hours can be evaluated for its effectiveness.
"The cost ofthe experiment would
be minimal," the EAC report said.
The committee estimates only $75
ex
in expenses for the
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William Snoddy, the College's VP. of Finance
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the library is closed, they also said these
areas are fairly conducive to studying.
EAC members conceded someprob- - periment.
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tices in March of this year, the College's
attorneys, Critchfield, Critchfield and
Johnston, indicated that they had discussed the section of Code with The
Ohio Attorney General's Office and
the Board of Regents and that neither
of these offices were even aware of the
statute in question. According to
Snoddy, the College was unaware of
the law as well.
In that case, the College decided to
refund the interest paid in excess of
the legal amount This according to
Snoddy, however, was no admission
of obligation to provide more refunds.
It was, said S noddy, "simply the resolution of one parent's question about
his balance." The attorney who
wrote the letter to the parent, Lincoln
Oviatt, declined to comment on the
case citing his obligation to his client
to maintain confidentiality.
Snoddy maintained that trying to
reconstruct the background on each
student's account may be a physical
impossibility, anyway, even if the
College had charged students in ex

institutions required to adhere to Section 1713.05 of the Code. According to Snoddy, the College, may not
be bound by this particular law because the section in question only
applies to institutions which have a
Certificate of Authorization from the
Ohio Board of Regents as required
under Section 1713.02 of the Code.
That section says that only colleges
established after 1967 are required
to have the Certificate of Authorization, and since the College was
founded in 1866, it may not be required to have the Certificate.
However, the College of Wooster,
according to the Ohio Board of Regents, has such a Certificate of Authorization. Therefore, it meets the
letter of the definition of college or
university set down in the section
pertaining to interest rate ceilings.
In a letter to one parent who ques
tioned the College's interest prac
A celebration of Thanksgiving featuring the

THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER GOSPEL CHOIR,
WJ. Wright, Jr. Director with with Special Guests
THE OTTERBEIN COLLEGE GOSPEL CHOIR &
THE 2ND METROPOLITAN
BAPTIST CHURCH CHOIR of Cleveland.
8:15 pjn.
Please join us Friday, Nov. 22,'McGaw Chapel
at
will
collected
the
doors in
food
be
Donations of canned
conjunction with People to People Ministries.

Photo by Dan Stefaniuk
cess of the legal amount. That, he
said, would represent a "substantial,
administrative burden for the College. I don't know if the records are
there to calculate the amount that
would be owed," he said. "And if
the records are not there, there is
nothing that can be done." So instead
of offering refunds that may not
by law, the College, said
Snoddy,"elected only to correct from
the point forward. And I can assure
you that the College no longer charges
interest above that figure."
It may require a court test case to
determine whether the College was in
violation of Section 1713.05 and if so
whether it must repay parents or students who paid interest in excess of the
legal amount. However, it is unlikely
that many individuals would be willing to take the College to court on the
poinrdiK to the sniallarrKxintof money
that each student would have paid in
excess of the legal amount
be-requ-

"
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Minnich's Vision of Friendship Not Inclusive of All
sal truth given in history by males of
t the privileged class in literature. Here
we have an interesting contradiction
- in her position. She condemns the
dominating class for generalizing, yet
she, herself, generalizes by claiming
that any white male is sexist, racist,
and incapable of offering perpsectives
cm universal truth, because of the power
structure of the world in which be
lives.
Another part ofProf esse Minnich's
lecture was a call for the audience to
think in pluralistic terms because our
popular culture places too much emphasis upon the individual.
Here is another contradiction: she
condemns individuality, yet encour-

AMY DANA
The final Forum event, entitled
Transforming Knowledge" was
given Monday night by Professor
Elizabeth Minnich of The Union
Institute of Cincinnati.
Many may regard her lecture as
a disturbing reminder of the status of minority groups, but Professor Minnich's lecture also illustrates what is transpiring in
higher education.
"Education is political,'' she
said.
She then gave the College of
Wooster praise for being an institution which subscribed to her
same goals of diversity, critique,
and friendship.
Her lecture was staged upon
the platform of feminism. She
description
offered a
of feminism which involves "1) a
turn of the mind to critique and 2)
a turn of the heart towards friendship." She claimed that a commitment to friendship and to critique will help to end the injustices of a hierarchical and prepackaged society which partakes
of sloppy thought..
Minnich claims that Christian,
middle-clas- s,
heterosexual white
males have marginalized everyone by generalizing, circular reasoning, perpetuating mystified
concepts, and disseminating only
partial knowledge. By eliminating this center of power, she hopes
to understand everyone else so
that humanity may come to terms
with more universal truths.
With this assertion, she discredits any other proposals of univer
two-tier-

ages the individualism found in
multicultural ism and diversity.
From her lecture it appears that
Professor Minnich has encircled herself with a group of selected friends;
she has become, in her own mind, the
new center of power.
Her altruistic motives for friendship
are darkened by her quest for power
the white-mal- e
her quest to
society. She speaks of offering
friendship for a' peaceful
yet never did she claim that the
white male should be offered friendship in order that she may understand
him better. Instead, she only offers
him critique. Her offers of friendship
are made only to the others of society
who have been marginalized.
There is nothing wrong with an inclusive, diversified approach to education. Truth should be the pursuit of
all scholars and all persons of conscience. We should be aware of oppressing myths and partial truths
these are indeed unquestionable, in- -

ed

"de-politiciz- e"
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valuable pursuits. But Minnich's
generalization of many people denies a spirit dfcooperation which is
necessary to realize such goals. She
claims that even concepts and standards of "excellence" and "democracy" are functions of oppression
which we should reject and
She takes the easy way out of
conflict: if someone suffers a misfortune, it is not the perpatrator's
fault, but rather the standards of the
dominating society's. She speaks of
a "truth," yet simultaneously rejects
any notion of an absolute.
"Birth is fundamental to politics" she also said. Are we to live
our lives paranoid that we are somehow being guided by the hidden
agendas of a culture?
Are we to live in constant fear that
we may inadvertently make an action to which we are unaware reflects that hidden agenda?
Our life experience cannot be reduced to a function of only political
and sociological elements. If that is
the case, and if these perspectives
must pervade everything, then the
'
other departments on' campus exist
only to serve as material for critiquing by a sociological political perspective.
What about the rest of the human
experience? Is everything guided
by a hidden agenda?
If this agenda is hidden , how can
a woman such as Minnich see it?
Are her offers of friendship to men
enabling her to evaluate them while
simultaneously stabbing them in the
back?
It appears that she is projecting
her views onto the white male cul
re-crea-te.
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ture in the very ways that she condemns them for doing.
Professor Minnich seeks an emancipation from white males dominating culture. But what she really
may need is an emancipation from
her own methodology. White males
cannot be used as a scapegoat for all
societal injustices, however convenient they are.
A mere exchange of power may
not be enough to cure injustice.
What is most tragic about Professor Minnich's position is that it may
be offering the racist, sexist, or
homophobe white male the true elements of segregation and prejudice.
Minnich called her audience to reject the standards of this society and
to accept new ones. She said, "I do
not wish to be the same (as the dominating culture), I wish to be equal."
Struggles for equality have led to
an interesting paradox in U.S. history. At one point, it appeared that
women and racialethnic minorities
struggled for the privileges white
men held. Now scholarship says that
our present society is unworthy of
the struggle.
Why does Professor Minnich insinuate a segregation of white males
from others based on a generalization of their beliefs? Her response
would likely be that they have segregated themselves by their own standards. However, we must share this
despite our
planet; we must st
plurality.
Whatever a Forum speaker may
encourage regarding "die plural",
no one will ever do for us those
things for which we have an individual responsibility.
co-exi-
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Weird Excursions into the Realm ofGender Inclusiveness
JEREMIAH G. JENNE
Ah, what a time to be alive and
living in America. The doomfreaks
and birchen are in firm control of the
government and it looks as if the
bombs and Jesus crowd are going to
keep them there for a few more years
of vile treachery.
Racism and sexism run rampant
through our society and our culture.
People are starving, not only all over
the world, but in the streets of every
city and town throughout this country. AIDS and 120 years of laissez-fair- e
industrialism has made sex
deadly and the rain poison..
In this time of greed, treachery,
and the wrath of God, why In the
name of all that is holy are we focusing on such piddling little issues like
language?

gender-inclusi- ve

In 1988, we the liberals, as the
happy shiny people out to fight for
truth and justice, ran amok when
George Bush managed to run away
with an election by glossing over all
these problems by stating he was
Burning
going to be the "Anti-Fla- g
was to
did
it
all
Fine,
President."
suspected
confirm what I had always
about the basic molecular intelligence
and the people who
of our. leaders
..
.t..-,- ,vote tor inem.
But when I turned around, looking
to the liberals to once again take
charge and infuse the values of decency and equality into this dismal
cesspool of Republican incompein this coun
tence, the
left-of-cen-

ter

try suddenly seemed to go belly up in
braindamaged,
some
craze known by some as ."political
correctness.'
So what we end up with is the
conservatives in one corner saying,
burning" whilst
"we're anti-fla- g
streets and in the
on
the
people starve
we
have those chamopposite corner
pions of equality and human rights,
the liberals, saying that "we want to
Meanwhile
be
people are still starving on the streets.
Just what kind of king-hel- l,
insanity is this? Check that,
psychotic
is
this not justlight-hearte-d
inhaling
too
confusion caused by
much scotch guard; this is genuine
mean spirit from all sides.
Nobody wants it to be their fault
and nobody wants to have to clean up
this mess, so instead we think of
lofty concepts which
irrelevant and inincredibly
both
are
credibly
This brings me to that wonderful
Semilittle trip known as "First-Yenar." Obviously it is a form of political indoctrination (which is fine by
me because I happen to agree with
the politics that are being indoctrinated), but that is hardly the issue.
,, The issugisthat FfcYejSemmarj
perpetuates the kind of absurdities
that I was just talking about We sit
in our educational high tower and
look down on the world as if it was
some giant sociology experiment.
Ask any college student at random if
acid-soake- d,

gender-inclusiv-

e.

drug-induc-

high-minde-

ed

they would like to donate the$18,000
some-od- d
dollars it costs to come
year and redistribute it
every
here
among the more needy members of
our global society. After all, isn't
somebody's need for food faf more
urgent than my need for a college
education. To this you might get a
response similar to the one I got recently when I posed this same question to one of my colleagues. He said,
"But if I don't go to college, then how
. can I help the masses?"
I almost slammed this person into
a door. That is the exact attitude that
is the complete summary of all that is
wrong with the First Year Seminar
program. It is also exactly the same
sort of elitism that caused Vladmir
Lenin and his group of vengeful geeks
from the cream of the Russian intelligentsia to take a slightly backwards,
butreasonably improving country and
flush it down the toilet of modern

d,

self-servin-

g.

ar

.

European history.
I guess, even more symptomatic is
that I feel compelled to end this by
saying that I know there will be those
who will not agree with me, and there
will even be those (some from among
the higher administrative echelons of
this fine institution) who will call me
.wrongl . But somehow,, I; always
thought that being right when your
society thinks your wrong was the
power of being different. I hope that
holds true for all points of view. That
should be the essence of the First-Year

Seminar.

Spanky Goes to Lowry's Postal Sub -Contract Station
MARC OSGOODE SMITH
Editor-in-Chi-

ef

I ran into my good buddy Spanky
McBride the other day . It had been a
long time since I had seen him. I
hardly recognized him. He looked
like Boris from the "Rocky and
Bullwinkle" cartoon.
He was walking intoLowry towards
the post office, I mean the postal substation. He was wearing a long, black
trench coat, a fedora, and he had on a
wicked pair of shades.
I was confused. Then I saw him walk up to the
mail slot. He was quietly humming the theme to "Mission
Impossible" as he nervously glanced
from side to side. After he shoved
about 30 envelopes into the slot, he
inter-camp-

us

looked toward the heavens, made
the sign of the cross, blessing the
Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit,
and then took off for the Pit.

I was really confused.

And why not, Spanky, if the College got sued, our tuition would go
up even more.
thing?
"But they wouldn't get sued if they
"I don'twanttobe identified, in case
they determine that I am having an eased up on their restrictions. Ya' see.
illegal turkey bash. Ya see, they get it's a visckxis circle. The more the
suspicious when you send multiple College restricts the students, die
mailings to heterosexual males be- more liable they are; but the more
liable they are, the more they have to
tween the ages of ."
restrict us. It's insanity, I tell ya'. Viva
overreactyou
Geez, Spanky .aren't
Wooster!"
ing just a tad?
Nb way man. Big Brother is watch- - WelL Spanky, why don't you just
ing. Haven't you seen that fluorescent move off campus and become delight they have there in the corner of tached and apathetic?
"Because the College even has their
the mail room. Look, look, they're
holding'up a letter to it now. And how hands in that They want to make sure
about that tea kettle that never stops yourlandlccdisn'taracist,hornoprK)te,
spurting steam! What do you think' or a sexist in order for them to give
permission to live off .campus. Ya
that's for, Lipton?"
Oh, Spanky, you're just misinter- can't get away from it."
But you knew whenyou chose Woospreting the benevolent nature of our
admiriistration. The only reason they ter that it was run by a small, centralized,
assert the right to open our mail is to and authoritarian regime. It's their phiprotect us from dangerous keg parties. losophy. They are going to make sure
you assume their values.
We could get hurt
"Yeah, like that was in the admisliable,
be
"Yeah, and then they would
to a Christmas dinner I'm having."
Yeah, so what's with the incognito

18-22-

So I went up to him and asked him
ngraTTheie'syourbenevofaxx. They're
what he was doing. ;
worried about those lawyers that Doug
through
stuff
"I had to mail some
pushes on late night T.Y7
UeyeQen
invitations
campus maiL I just sent out

Pge5

offers fn the Editor

Manager of Lowry's Post Office Responds
More misquotes and fiee style writ-in- g
dominated theNbvember 15, 1991
issue of the Voice. It is apparent the
Afaice stands for what the writers and
editors believeand notwhat the people
. :
they interview mean to convey.
The Manager of the Campus Post
Office did not say "Mail is the
College's private property." My
quote should have read, "Once mail
reaches the College mail room from
off campus, it is then considered by
the United States Postal Service to be
on private property, and the United
S tales Postal Service's obligation then
ceases." It then becomes the obligation of College of Wooster employees to see the mail is delivered. U.S.
mail is not opened at random by the
staff of the College Post Office nor
is it considered the College's. Campus mail is also considered private
mail, but it has been the understood
policy of the Post Office Manager,
that when unsealed campus mail is
brought to his attention as being suspect in regards to off campus alcohol
consumption events, he is to report
:

-

this to his superior. This is because of
the liability which the-- College may
incur in case of an accident due to
advertising such an event
' Harassment type mail also has been
to be put
considered
brought
when
in campus mail boxes
to the manager's attention.
The meeting, referred to in the
former Voice article has taken place.
New and needed written guidelines
are being implemented by the Post
Office Manager, the Director ofLowry
Center, and the Dean of Students.

v

non-appropri-

ate

'..

MikeGorrell

;

Operations Manager, Lowry Center Post Office and Information Desk

Wooster Voice stands
Ed. Note-T- hc
fully behind the quote attributed to
Mr. Gorell. There were four people
present, as well as Ms. Spohn, when
Mr. Gorell was contacted a second
time by telephone to confirm the quote.
At that time he was given an opportunity to clarify what he meant to
"convey." It was Mr. GorelTs misquote, not the Voice's.

Big Brother in Lowry's Post Office?
After last Fridays continued con- - Cleveland's International Airport
versations concerning our Post last Friday.
It's a shame he didn't get lost on
Office's mail inspection, I guess the
because now no one is sure if
most reassuring aspect is that everyone is still receiving their mail. But they will be invited to this weekend's
are the letters being opened? That is parties.
Does this mean that in order to get
another question.
,
If everyone remembers correctly, a letter delivered to campus
at the beginning of each year the uninspected there has to be a $.29
Post Office hands everyone a card sticker in the top right corner? Howthat has their box combination. Be- ever, if the letters are delivered unsides reminding you not to lose the opened, I'm sure that someone in the
card, Wooster's Postmaster also in- Post Office could hold the envecludes some advise; "OpeningaU.S. lopes up to a desk light to see what
Mailbox other than the one assigned they could find.
I'm not sure if this 'letter opening
to you is punishable by law." Well
adis
legal,
but didn't someone famous,
Mr. Postmaster, thanks for the
vice, but why aren't you following like our Founding Fathers, say that
everyone is guaranteed Constituyour own words of wisdom?
It looks like "Big Brother" did tional Rights? NotatC.O.W.,right?
Aaron Wismar '93
leave Moscow and arrived at
5
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sion lit they sent me."
You could always leave, Spanky.
"Naw, I like the illegal keg parties."
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Registrars Experiment with Kegisttaiion Jtrccess a jLnsapponransni
-

now. The information gathered
would not be beneficial to me."
chose not to parOne first-yeticipate since she had not yet
talked to her advisor for approval
of the courses she wished to take.
"As it turned out. I had to redo all
my course selections for my advisor, and I didn't want to put in
wrong information into the computer."
Two sophomore students attempted to participate, but were
denied access to the program,
since the computer rejected both
their social security numbers.
The screen kept saying our numbers were not on the student list,
and the directions in the booklet
were of no help." stated Megan
Wereley.
Yet some students felt the
project was worthwhile. Erin
Long, 94, commented, "I hoped
that if I participated, they would
open up more sections to the
classes I wanted. However, I
didn't know when they were go-' ing totise Ibis Information."
Glenn Davis, although disap

and started with the giant bold
TELL
headline - YOU
US....Directions for using the terminals were printed on the back
cover.

KRISTIN L. FLACHSB ART
'
Managing Editor
If you could be first in line for
arena registration tomorrow, what
courses would you demand? The
Registrar's Office wanted to know,
yet students did not care lo respond.

ar

Unfortunately, the entire experiment was a disappointment, with
The Registrar's office at- only 131 students participating, intempted to conduct an experiment cluding 33 seniors. 28 juniors, 36
s.
The
to discover what the course de- sophomores, and 34
use
to
insufficient
was
gathered
data
spring
mand would be for the
beneficially.
semester These findings would
first-year-

1

1

.

i

.

(

XT''
Photo iy Dan Stefamlx
was
named One of Twenty 'Black
Glenn Davb. ike College's Rbgotlul,
Achetvers' by Bucx. Onmon Magazjnz

College Registrar Glenn Davis
offered many explanations for the
project's lack of success. Despite attempts for catchy headlines and brightly colored paper,
the experiment was not advertised far enough in advance. .Furthermore, they believed that most
students failed to read their all of
their schedule booklets, and if
they did, they did not understand
the reasons behind the project
Yet student apathy also played
a role in the failed experiment.
Many upperclass students felt
that participation was a waste of
time, since they were' gbihg 'to
get into their upper level courses
anyway due to an early registration time.
One junior stated "It didn't
seem to matter whether or not I
participated, since I can no longer
fit the courses I was closed out of
in earlier years into my schedule

be used to determine which
courses had too few or too many
openings. The Registrar's office
then hoped to make minor adjustments to the schedule.
For instance, if there was
enough demand for three sections
of Writers and Readers, yet only
demand for four sections of Language, Literature, and Culture,
the Registrar would then ap- proach the English department
and ask if an additional Writers
and Readers class could be substituted for a Language and Literature courser
Terminals for the experiment
were located in Lowry Center last
Thursday through Sunday for a
total of 50 hours for students to
use. An explanation for this
project of the terminals were
listed on the front page of the
registration guide. This page was
printed on bright orange paper

--

Davis of Residential Life
Sponsors 'Mainly Men"

Glenn Davis Joins Black
Opinion Magazine Elite

that many men feel to go beyond
these stereotypes.
Dwayne Davis, Director of
Residential Life, stated that this
open forum was held because
there seemed to be an interest
shown by men to have a place
where they could discuss their
feelings without any gender wars
or conflicts arising.

Ann Schmitz

Staff Writer

Many questions have been raised
about "Mainly Men", the open foKRISTIN L. FLACHSBART
Other honorees included em- rum that was first held Thursday,
Managing Editor
ployees from Pepsi Cola, the U.S.
24 before fall break began.
For the second year in a row, a Naval Academy. Penn State Uni- October
discus-

Wooster employee has been recognized by Black Opinion Magazine: Registrar Glenn Davis was
honored by the publication as one
of 20 Black Achievers.
Davis was honored at both a
luncheon and dinner banquet in
Pittsburgh during October: He',
received a medal and a plaque for
his achievements as a Black executive involved in education.
Davis was introduced at the banquet by Dean of Faculty Yvonne
Williams, a recipient of the award
in 1990.
In addition, Davis was men- tioned in this past September's

In its first meeting the
versity, and the FBI.
sion group focused not only on
Davis attended North Carolina how men are affected by stereoA & T State University, and later
types, but also about the desire
received a B.B.A. from Columbus College and an M.B.A. from
SCHOLARSHIPS FROM THE OFFICE
George' College. He was an
OF FINANCIAL. ALU . . .
kchrl2rshirj information is now Central Ohio Gem Mineral and
and Finance at Georgia College,
following arc Fossil Show Scholarship--Mu- d
before coming to Wooster in June fevaflSMe for the
how available in the Fmanicial ; be a junior, senior, or grad stuH
of 1988.
In addition to his duties as Reg- UiH Office Severance ArtBIdz.". dent inajoring in Geology at
istrar. Davis serves as an advisor fn Prn
Hook Scholarshto tending an Ohio institution fulH
on
serves
and
Phi,
to Beta Kappa
Fund-F- or
students interested in time and iisan Ohio resident with
three College committees, includZ5 or higher who
ing the Financial Advisory and Urt that are 24 years of age or a GPA of
Academic Standards Commit- Lrounger. Deadline: March 1, demonstrates neco. ucaaum
February ID,
tees. He is also active in the (1992.
As-sistant.PrQfesspt;oEco-

.

pointed in the project's outcome, is
still optimistic that the experiment
will work for future semesters. He
added that any student input as to the
best locations and the best times for
computer terminal availability would
be welcomed.

Seven men participated in the

first discussion and the second
was held Tuesday, November
12th "at 9:00 p.m.
Davis also stated that the discussion group would continue to
meet as long as there was still an
interest and that a permanent time
would be eventually set'on either
Tuesday or Thursday evenings.
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There Is No Lochness Monster1

VOICE

Page 7

be Wild. That 60's Thing induce

Four Seniors Tell Tales of Scotland
like at a large university here you
don't really get to know profs unless
you're in a tutorial." Murray, however, had somewhat smaller classes,
due to her participation in a Junior
Honors Program. In general, class
sizes and schedules varied. One striking style was professors' refusal to see
"drafts" of papers. In addition, many
classes had only one exam, at the end

EMILY SILVERMAN
Voice Feature Editor
One day during Spring Break of
1991. Keri Dffiion 92, Becky Mason
92. Katberine Salzmann 92, and
Shannon 'Murray 92 were hungry.
They had no food. The store was
but no succlosed. They
cess was had. Alas, a man rented them
bicycles, but they took a wrong turn,
and when they finally reached their
destination, after having ridden many
miles out of their way, they discovered
it was "the wrong day to buy bread."
' Spring Break in Daytona this was
not. It was Spring Break on the island
of Skye in Scotland, where the four
seniors (then juniors), along with other
College students, spent a year.
hitch-hike- d,

of the semester.
But the womens best experiences
took place outside the classroom. Of
the Scottish people, all four agreed that
they were "wonderful, friendly, amazing, unmaterialistic! Salzmann was
were
"afraid they'd be colA-th- ey
Scotin
remained
she
Because
great!"

land over Christmas (as did Salzmann),
Dillion brought only two suitcases Mason was invited lo "please come and
to the University of Aberdeen, and stay.by not just cne,but many peopleI
soon learned thather light packing was don't think you really get that here."
All four rexxxnmended staying at
a wise decision, since "people there
hostels ("wry friendly,
youth
for
what
you,
for
more
not
you
accept
materialistic,
not
are
you wear.they
where they were shown the bell towers
and that's not a big concern."
Of course, mere were always the and the beautiful scenery.
Aberdeen furnished its American
"screaming Americans," described by
Murray as "the guys with the baseball students with most of that to which

'..

"-

-

,acastle,

par-ticularlytheoneatCarbisdale-

In traditional 60's garb, VP of Academic Affairs, Stanton Hales, checks outcast Rjdem during the 60's Film
Photo by Dan Stefaniuk
Festival held at Luce.

Mason, "It was one of the best experiences
of my life.' Agreed Diilion,
The women lived with Scottish stu- Murray reminded the lively, chatter"
so much, and you become
gain
"You
dents in "flats," all with single rooms, ing group that "the rooms were cold!
The group giggled and reminisced so incredibly settled there." Salzmann
and attended such classes as Medieval
Scottish History and Ocean Science. for a while, but were adamant about emphasized that her year abroad was
Observed Salzmann: "It was much recommending the experience. Said "such a break from Wooster, aca

ifl&L vwe.r? accustqmetk, although

(

demically and socially." Murray enjoyed her year somuch she had "mixed
feelings about returning home."
Mason insisted that "There is no
Lochness monster!,' though the others swore they saw ripples in the water.
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Happy Hour before
TtThanksgiving.
The Underground from 5--7 :30p.m.
Video come and sec Atluck
of the KUUt Tomatoes
Lots of tomatoes at the
Underground 8p.m.

Cost

$-5-

0.

BSA Night at the Underground. lCh30pm-2aj- n.
Cost $.75.

FnfnrrtiTilSffY.a
Marie: Henry & June A
beautiful production.
Actually, the most intellectually sexy movie since
"Last Tango In Paris.'
Matter At 7:30 & 10 p.m.
Cost $1.00.

Band: Oroboros (Wooster's
favorite! One of
Cleveland's enduring
substructures of the local
music scene. Come early!)
Underground. From .
Cost $.75.
10pjn.-2aj- n.
2
Nov.
Relax, eat a lot and have a
great Thanksgiving. We
will see you with extra
weight! Ha Ha Ha
2--

SHAWN PERRY
A&E Editor
In what has become a Wooster
tradition, the Cleveland based band
Oroboros will perform at the Underground tomorrow evening beginning
at 10 p.m.
Oroboros, a Greek word represented by. the circular image of a
snake biting its own tail, symbolizes
the forces of continuity and change.
The band itself has lived through
these forces during its eleven year
history to become one of the most
popular and recognized bands to
come out of Cleveland. Led by.
singer, guitarist and songwriter Jim
Miller since its inception back in
1980, the band presently consists of
six members originating from a variety of musical backgrounds.
"Our only plan was to make
money then to buy a farm," joked
Miller of the early beginnings of the
band.
Although the band plays mostly
covers of classic tunes by the Grateful Dead, the Beades.Talking Heads,
and others, they add their own personal twist to these :song3, "making:
them uniquely their own. Says
Miller, "Our songs are reworked all
the time, but they never lose their

Cleveland Shopping Trip
Sign-u- p
for Dec 7th trip.
Only 30 spaces.
Cost $3.00.

Tiv.Dec3

Pit Flicks Holiday favorites:
Frosty & Rudolph 5p.m.

srrrti
imi
rcz.zintr.xl

...

anj.

t

Fri., Nov. 29
Sat. Nov. 30
Thur., Dec. 5
Fri, Dec. 6

f

tm7
Cleveland ased band Oroboros will play tomorrow in the Underground at 10

of improvisation and solid m usician- souL"
In addition, Oroboros has re- ship. Their ability to break from the
leased three albums (Pijferent Feel- mellow tone of a piece and cut into a
ing 19851, PsychadeU 19881. and rousing jam session, only to flow
First Circle (19901) which also back into the original mood with, the
showcase the band's original pieces precision of a slide rule, are what
;Jiikakestfr
alternative blues rock.
'
eves and ears.
cMC.htrrvn!mtrai'tHii4
Son
es such as Eric Clapton's "Let eve
has'
headlined shows
It Rain" and Little Feat's "Down On ' The band
and has traveled
strength
the
state
over
all
band's
the Farm" show the

Convocation Center fOev
JethroTuD .
v.;
Allman Brothers Little reai ruouc naii
Enrnire
Lita Ford

Phantasv
Music Hall (Clev.)l
(jouseum
Oberlin College
Agora
Coliseum
Peabody's(Clev.)
Taj Mahal
Tue Dec. 10
convocation jaua
ISaL, Dec. 14
James Brown
For ticket info., call the TicketMaster Outlet in Cleveland:
241-555- 5
WetL, Nov. 27

I

v"

Kevin Anderson - Music Director
Fri, Nov. 22
SaL.Nov.23
Tuc. Nov. 26

.
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WCWS ConcertWatch

Tc

Mov.Dec.2
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Billy Bragg
Ozzy Osbourne
Me tallica
PixksPere Ubu
Tin Machine
Michael Bolton

U-i.- U.

(216)

endlessly across the country to in
crease the list of satisfied and newly
reformed Oroboros fans. "When we
play in other cities, people can't be
lieve we're from Cleveland, says
Miller: "We re letting people know

WSSr0

.

5

scene here.
. ... ,
Admission is $.75 with a College LD.

Arts & Entertainment Calender
John Finn, Director of Sports In-

formation and News Services, has
written and published a Christmas
story entitled "The Lonely Little
Christmas Tree." Told in the classic
Christmas tradition, the story tells of
how a little and overlooked tree becomes a great Christmas tree and the
dangers it faces along the way. The
book also includes illustrations by
Trish Taylor and is published by
Huckleberry Publications here in
Wooster.

1

t &&J ggjgfsj r&WJ&ast

The Akron Symphony Orchestra and Chorus will feature a perfor-manof George Frideric Handel's
"Messiah" on Tues., Dec 10 at 8:15
p jn. at E J. Thomas Performing Arts

ce

Hall. The conceit will feature Guest
Conductor Edward MacLary, Soprano Nicole Heaston, Mezzo Soprano Eleanor Kelley. Tenor William Burden and Bass Thomas Jones.
Tickets are $18, $15 and $10., For
more information, contact the Akron
Symphony office at
535-813- 1.

November 22, 1991

The Wooster Voice Sports

NCAC
Honor Roll
CROSS COUNTRY
First Team
Jason Kelley '93
Beth Blakemorc '92
Anna Scherzer 92

Honorable Mention
Jeff Beck 92
Susan Louis 92

FIELD HOCKEY
First Team
Carissa Conner 92
Clara MitcbeU '92
Luci Day 94

Second Team
Lisa Ostermueller '94

Honorable Mention
Meg Wood '95
Kate Sanderson 92

FOOTBALL
First Team
Brian Grandison

Honorable Mention
Vic Rowcliffe
JohnMarcinek

-

MEN'S S

5

First Team
Mphatso Namwali '93

Second Team
Allan Banda '95

Honorable Mention
Galen Avgerinos '93
Dan Cochran 94

WOMEN'S SOCCER
First Team
Lisa Hall '94
Tammy Berger 93
Barbie Thompson '92

Second Team
Larisa Friscons 95

KerriMakar'94

Honorable Mention
Julie Anderson 92
Clarissa Roberts '94

VOLLEYBALL
Honorable Mention
Cathy Scheilhammer 92

Earn Fabulous FREE
Spring Break Vacation while
meeting new people and
earning cash. Work at your
own pace. Energetic, highly
motivated outgoing
individuals needed. Call
Bob at Campus Holidays
1-800-627-4791

Page 9

Rugby
Down
Gets
Dirty
and
Woman's
"

JASON GINDELE
Voice Sports Editor
It's a rough sport, but some-bod- y
has to do it.
Thirteen years ago the women's
rugby team was removed from
the Wooster campus because of
insurance problems stemming
from the rugged nature of the
sport.
The Lady Scots didn't stay L.J- away for long, and now the squad
boasts almost 20 players who rep- -'
resent Wooster as a club team.
They could be seen throughout
the semester practicing with the
men's team out on the Quad, and
after a short fall schedule that
.

-

M

tested the mettle of the Lady Scots
against several teams, they take

time off and look towards the
heart of the rugby year, the
spring.
Rugby originated "down under", but the Australian sport
migrated north and its popularity
in the U.S. has grown with each
year.
The physically demanding
game has blossomed on the East
fCoast, but it has also found sue-- .
cess in the Midwest.
Currently, several schools in
the NCAC have women's teams,
but no play is recognized by the
conference.
The squad may join a rugby
MEN'S BAS
1ALL

m m

rr
5

-

The Lady Scots ctve a. smile to the camera oh a muddy Quad.
union before the conclusion of season, which will cover first- the spring season, which would aid, balls, transportation, and
enhance their already competi- - field rental.
tive program.
The Wooster women's team is
SGA recently granted the Lady hoping to lure more students onto
funding for the upcoming the field when the spring season

Photo by Tamara Peterson
comes around,
"I encourage everyone to a least
give it a try," said
Annie Longsworth '92.
It's a rough sport, but some-Sco- ts
body has to do it.
co-capt-

ain

Scots Begin Season Tonight

Nationally-Ranke- d

things one game at a time," said
DINO DISANTO
Erich Riebe '92.
Voice Assistant Sports Editor
"There is a lot of pressure,"
Coming off a record setting season the Scots expectations are continued head coach Steve
Moore. "The players are human,
running high.
25-1990-94
they
went
Scots
start to think they don ' t ha ve
the
In
setting a school record for victories. to work as hard but they have to
The Scots also captured their make it happen."
Coach Moore is entering his
second consecutive North Coast
Athletic Conference North Divi- fifth season as head coach. Dursion title, and they were selected ing the past four seasons, he has
to participate in the NCAA post- compiled a 78-3- 1 overall record
season tournament for the first which gives him the best winning
percentage in Wooster history.
time since 1978.
even
Leading the way for coach
This year expectations are
higher with three starters return- Moore will be Riebe and Stan
ing and a national preseason rank- Aukamp '92.
Riebe, a three year starter, is a
ing of seventh in the Division III
6'0" point guard, who averaged
Top 20.
Along with the national rank- 15.6 points per game and became
e
leader in asing goes being the coaches' poll's Wooster s
Sam
344,
surpassing
with
NCAC,
where
sists
win
the
favorite lo
has
earned
Riebe
'79.
Dixon
a
perfect
they
posted
last season
11-- 0
three consecutive
mark, setting a conference
first-teathe last two.
years and
record.
Aukamp, a 68" center, led the
"Rankings don't mean anything. You have to go out there team in scoring (16.3 points per
everyday and do your besL Take game), rebounding (8.9 per game)
1,

all-tim-

all-confere-

m

nce

and blocked shots (2. 1 per game).
Aukamp also earned first-teahonors two years
straight.
Both Aukamp and Riebe were
Lakes
selected to the
m

all-confere-

nce

All-Gre- at

Region Team.

'We count on a freshmen (Meech)
and a sophomore (Meinen) to start
and another newcomer (Doug Kline
'95) to play a key role," said Moor?
The Scots will look to Dave
George '92, Mike Morgan '94, and
Craig Bradly 95 to provide depth.
"Going into practice depth was
a question mark, still is." Moore

"Stan (Aukamp) and Erich
(Riebe) have had tremendous careers and have accomplished a continues, "I think it's possible
great deal. They've taken the pro- that we will have good depth but
gram to a new level," Moore said. that question will be answered in
Also returning to the Scots start- our first game."
Tonight the Fighting Scots take
ing line up is 64" Brian Buchanan
93, the team's defensive stopper, on Oneonto State University at
and possibly the most underrated Washington and Lee, in Virginia.
player in the conference.
Joining Aukamp, Riebe, and
Buchanan in the lineup will be a
at Univ. of Akron - pair of youngsters, Doug Meinen

'94, and Scott Meech '95.
Meinen a 6"4 guard, was second
on the team in rebounding, averaging 5.4 per game.
Meinen will make the transition
from sixth man to starter. " There's
no difference. You just have to go
out and play," said Meinen.

:VS
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WOMEN'S BAS

HartLeads Lady Scotsinto Tough NC AC

PETER JAMES & SHANE ROUSH
Voice Sports Writers
With four starters returning from
last years 18--7 team, coach Chris
Hart feels that this year's Lady Scot
basketball team has an excellent shot
at a North Coast Athletic Conference
championship.
The conference is moving to a
double round robin format, away from

last years split division.
With ten letterwinneTS back this
season and six seniors on the baHclub.
depth and experience should be
strengths of the team. The fifteen
member team has been practicing
since October 15 with the help of
asustant coach Thorn Clark in prepa- raiion for a verv long and competi- -

tive season.
When asked who the teams to beat
were, coach Hartplainly said, "Every
team."
On any given night any conference
opponent is capable of beating another. In the eyes of coach Hart the
league has been improving each and
every year. Only three conference
teams failed to have a winning record
last year. She feels that "the conference is ready to take another step
forward" on the national level.
schedule inTheir
cludes ML Union and NA1 A B luffton,
and a tournament at Malone College
in Canton, Ohio.
The Lady Scots are led by three- selection Christy
time
non-confere-

nce

all-confere- nce

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY

Fifth Place Finish
Ends Season

HOWE RENTSCHLER

Voice Sports Writer
The Great Lakes NCAA Division III
Regional Cross Country Championship
was the final race of the season for the
women's team.
Seven Scots traveled to
4n Terre Haute, Indiana, where they
placed fifth overall with 170 pecas.
Beth Blakemcre '92 led the charge
by finishing in tenth place with a time
of 19:07. Blakemore is no stranger to
finishing among the top women; she
won the Wooster Invitational and placed
fourth at the NCAC championship.
Qxaptain Anna Scherzer 92 finished in twelfth place with a time of
19: 13. Scherzer had an incredible season
posting many very respectable finishes,
and leading this team to become a strong
group of individual willing to race hard
and to compete.
Susan Louis "92, the team's other
h
place
finished in
Rose-Hulm- an

co-capta-

thirty-eight-

in,

with a time of 20:17. Louis had a great
impact on the team's results throughout
the season.
Kristi Bender '92 finished
with a time of 2O.50. Bender was a
late arrival this season, but that did not
stcpherfrom carvinganicheon the team.
She was one of the most consistent finishers on the team.
SecondsbehirdBenderfinisriedNeaie
Link 92 with a time of 21:10. Like
Bender, Linke had a very consistent season always near the front, always able to
score the strong finishing numbers.
place with a
Finishing in seventy-thir- d
"95.
Lehman
Mary
time of 21:18 was
season
Lehman ran a wonderful first
with the Wooster women. Her abilities
and attitude will be a string asset to the
team next season.
Another very strong competitor who
will be returning next season is Amy
Batik 94. Batik finished eighty fast
with a time of 2138.
sixty-sec-e- nd

.

The Wooster Inn
Additional 10 Discount
From 8 p.m., Thanksgiving
Your home away from home.
Treat yourself to Thanksgiving Dinner.
FAX Service.
New!
Owned and Operated by the College of Wooster
Dining Room Hours
7 a.m. - 2p.m.
Weekdays
5:30 p.m. - 8p.m.
7 a.m. - 1 lajn.
Sundays
11:30 a.m. -- 8 p.m.
1
Reservations Suggested (2 1 6) 264-23- 4
Student Discount
5--

24-ho-

ur

216-264-99- 51

Evans '92. Evans , a 54" point
guard, averaged 1 1 3 points per game
and led the team with six assists per
game.
Also expected to start are Debbie
Gardner '92 and Correaa Jones '92.
Gardner, a 53" guard, averaged 2.4
points and I A rebounds a game while
Corretta, a 510" forward threw in
7.1 points and grabbed 4.9 rebounds
a game. These three seniors are the
captains of the ballclub.
A welcome addition to this years
starting lineup is LaSonya Crawl,
who was averaging 143 points and
8.8 rebounds before leaving last years
team for personal reasons.
Included on the starting five is
Bridget Smoot '94, coming off a

season in which she averaged 92
points and 6.1 rebounds.
Expected to contribute off the bench
are the teams other three seniors: Tracy
Paul '92, Chris Brown '92, and
Amanda Bemeking '92. They bring
added experience and depth off the
bench.
Also expected to contribute a great
deal are Tammy Berger '93, who led
the team in steals a year ago. and
transfer Aimee Petroshus '94 who
o
in basketball in high
was
school.
Rounding out the 1991-9- 2 women's
basketball roster are Lisa Cabot '93,
Christy An tie '95, Amy Emmons '95,
Jennifer Miller '95, and Kelly Anne
Steenbok 95.
All-Ohi-

The Lady Scots plan to use an up
tempo style of play that requires
strong support from the bench players. Coach Hart plans to use a half
defense as well as
court
trap.
a
The strengths of the club are their
defense and their running game while
rebounding has been something that
coach Hart has been stressing to the
club.
If the team stays healthy and the
chemistry of the team is good, this
season could bring a conference
championship and a possible bid to
the national tournament.
The first home game of the year is
Tuesday at 7:00 pm against Grove
City.
man-to-m-

an

half-cou- rt

The College of Wooster
1991-9- 2
Winter Sports Schedules
MEN'S BASKETBALL

Feb. 22

Steve Moore, coach

Feb.

Nov.

22-2- 3

Nov. 26
Nov. 29
Dec. 4
Dec. 7
Dec. 10
Dec. 14
Dec. 21

Dec. 27-2- 8
Jan. 4
Jan. 8
Jan. 11
Jan. 15
Jan. 18
Jan. 22
Jan. 25
Jan. 29
Feb. 1
Feb. 5
Feb. 8
Feb. 15
Feb. 19

Feb, 22
Feb. 25

Feb. 28-2- 9

Washington & Lee
.Tournament
Akron 7:30
7:30
Marietta
7:30
HIRAM
3:00
Wittenberg
CASE RESERVE 730
730
DENISON
7:30
Lake Erie
MOSE HOLE CLASSIC
(Grove City, Wabash,
.
68:00
Wheaton)
2:00
Kenyon
,

OBERLTN

730

3:00
EARLHAM
730
ALLEGHENY
730
Ohio Weskyan
730
Denison
WITTENBERG
730
7:30
Case Reserve
730
KENYON
730
Allegheny
Earlham
OHIO WESLEY AN 730
THOMAS MORE 730
2.00
Oberlin
NCCTournamemfTBA)
NCAC CHAMP.
3.-0-0

MEN'SWOMEN'S
INDOOR TRACK
Dennis Rice, coach

28-2- 9

Feb. 25
Feb. 28-2- 9

Denison
NCAC Championships

ce

NCAC CHAMP.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

MEN'SWOMEN'S SWIMMING

Chris Hart, coach

Dr.TCeith Beckett, coach

Nov. 22-2- 3
Nov. 26
Dec. 2
Dec. 5
Dec. 7
Dec. 10
Dec. 14
Dec. 21
Dec. 30
Jan. 4
Jan. 8
Jan. 11
Jan. 15
Jan. 18
Jan. 22
Jan. 25
Jan. 29
Feb. 1
Feb. 5
Feb. 8
Feb. 12
Feb. 15
Feb. 19
Feb. 22

7.00
GROVE CITY
7:30
WITTENBERG
7:30
BLUFFTON
WAYNESBURG 3:00
7:30
Case Reserve
2:00
Denison
2:00
WALSH
2:00
MT. UNION
2:00
KENYON
730
Oberlin
1:00
EARLHAM
7:30
Allegheny
OHIO WES LEY AN
7:30
DENISON
2:00
Wittenberg
CASE RESERVE 730
2:00
Kenyon
730
ALLEGHENY
1:00
Earlham
7:30
Notre Dame
2:00
Ohio Weskyan
7:30
WILMINGTON
2.00
OBERLIN
2.-0-0

-

NCAC Relays
12:00
at Kenyon
CARN. MELLON 1:00
Nov. 9
Nov. 16 CASE RESERVE 1:00
Nov. 23 MT. UNION
1:00
FINDLAY
11:00
DePauw Invite
Dec. 6--7
SLIPPERY ROCK 1:00
Dec. 14
10 Winter Training Trip
Dec.
1
WES LEY AN 1 :00
1
OHIO
Jan.
4:00
14
OBERLIN
Jan.
Invite
Jan. 8 Indianapolis
1:00
Wittenberg
Jan. 25
WEST VIRGINIA
Feb. 1
1:00
WESLEYAN
1:00
DENISON
Feb. 8
Feb. 2 NCAC Championships
at Oberlin
Case Reserve Invite
Feb. 29
1
NCAA Women's
Mar.
Champ, at Buffalo, N.Y.
NCAA Men's Champ.
Mar. 1
at Buffalo, N.Y.
in
caps)
games
(home
Nov. 2

Malone Tournament

29-Ja- n.

17-1-

19-2-

1-- 14

18-2-

IKE'S Great American Restaurant
"S3

OPEN 24 HOURS

(times not available)
Ohio Weskyan
Jan. 17
NCAC Relays
Jan. 25
Baldwin-WallaFeb, 7
Ohio Northern
Feb. 8
Ohio Northern
Feb. 15
.
Jib. 21. . Kenyon

NCAC Tournament (TB A)

20 off with
college i.d.
call us at
262-53-

1

1

Liberty
r""

ca

i

Super America

IKE'S

7

Timken

.

Bob Evans

-

I

-
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Women's Athletic Association Athletes of the Week

SWIMMING AND DIVING

1991 Fall Recap

Swimmers Split with Case Reserve
4r

When discussing the victory coach
Keith Beckett said. The women had a
relatively easy meet and I am pleased
with how they swam. I was able to give
other people chances to swim events
they normally do not swim and I was
happy that they came through.
m thediving events, Becky Mulling
diving
look first place in the
third
place
while KatnyHansen95iook
in her first meet of the year.
The wonien'svictory canhe described
as a true team victory, for nearly every
swimmer helped by scoring points in
their event
On Saturday the men's team was defeated by a dose five points in a final
Brian Vereb led the
score of
d
team with two victories in the
d
back, and took second in
fly,
the200-yardflVereb was pleased with
how the team performed arid said, We
dkl better than weexpected to, and nearly
pulled off an upset"
Strongperfannancra weregiven from
in the
freestyle
Dave Schulz
d
breaststroke. Bill
and the
Kanzinger 92 who look first in the
diving events, and
and
Tom Hungerford 93 in the 500 and
1000-yar- d
freestyle events.
Hungerford was narrowly defeated in

1

,

J

;

,

A
s

K
..

one-met-er

1

-

.

mil

.

Dot Verbnigge "92

Kerri Makar 94
WOMEN'S
SOCCER

ATHLETIC
TRAINER

Anna Scherzer 92
CROSS
COUNTRY

124-11- 9.

200-yar-

..-

200-yar-

y.

3V

-.

Jl

;

-

V;
,

......

-

-

50-ya-rd

200-yar-

1-m-

3-me-

"the

eter

ter

Lisa Hall

Cathy
Scheimammer
VOLLEYBALL

"94

WOMEN'S

SOCCER

Brenda Meese
FIELD HOCKEY
HEAD COACH

1030-yardfreesrykbyStevePohnert,

who broke Hungerfcrd's previous pool
record, Hungerford impressively

-

de-scxibedRinriert'sreccit'bysayir

Pohnertswam incredibly fastandhe'sin
the running to be number one.
Of Wooster'i six dtvesj, Jim Palmek92, shown above in Woostek's
In reaction to the meet Coach Beckett
Natatowum, is one op the best. Photo Mike Peppbl
said, "Despite losing by five points I am
wontyanirnpressrvel2676 score over very happy and pleased with marry perJOSHLEVENTHAL
Reserve
formances. I came in thinking Case
Case
Voice Spons Writer
had
a would defeat us by a greater margin and
Captain Wendy Ereebum 92
Captain Brian Vereb 92 look first in
tvwofliiseventsndnearfy led the men's strong performance and look first place I am pleased that we did so weQ."
freestyle.
d
Both diving events were ckxninated
swim leam loan upset viewy overCase- - in the
Aiding in the victory were Tammy by Kanzinger, along with a strong
Western Reserve in last Satiinday'smeel
given by Jim Palmer 92 who
which ato saw the women'sieam easily Behrmger, with two victories in the
d
and the
placed second in both events.
overwhelm rheiropporients fbrtheir sec-Both teams wiflbeswirrmungathome
fly, Laura Miller S2 in the
end viclory in the young season.
firestylerKlCameWillianTsinthe200against
nearly
Mt Union and Findlay College
The women's leam danmated
backstroke.
yard
every aspect and eventm themect and

rr

200-yar-

per-fbrrnan-

200-yar- d

ce

200-yar-

inier-medl-ey

50-ya- rd

FEO PACK

PACKAGING ANB MAILING CENTER
SHIPPING AND MOVING BOXES
If you don't want to pack it - we will

Shipping Services
UPS
We will pack or ship

any item to any place
PRO PACK
(216)

W) WJJD
oc v.o oo

fJSO-

-

Y

i

Polo, LL bean, J Crew, Lands
End, Esprit, Outback Red, Gap,
Levi, Eddie Bauer, J.CHook,
WOOSTER CHEERLEADERS
Banana Republic...
(top row center), Deb Drysdale 93 and (bottom row left).
ALL THIS AND MORE AT:
Deb Bryant 92
UPTOWNDOWNTOWN
Participants desparately needed fopr Senior LS. Five
THRIFT BOUTIQUE
White women whose mothers never worked outside the
'Across from the Wooster Food
home needed for an interview. Please contact Kathleen
Most selections below $10.00!
A.S.A.P. Thank You .
Box
5
Co-o- p

345-69- 99

2967 Cleveland Road (Across from Arby's)

3

C-22-

262-973-

96

woo
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Scots' Season Eads in Narrow Loss to Denison
i

j

:

''

.

.

...

against the Scots defense.
The Scots defense did an excellent job of containing the famous
single-win-g
offense. They were,
however, unable to stop it completely.
The Big Red scored one more touchdown in the second quarter to gain
the lead 14--7.
Under the leadership of Vic
Rowcliffe '92, quarterback for the
Scots, Wooster's offense quickly
countered the Big Red lead.
The drive was highlighted by a
play of particular interest to the fans
of the Fighting Scots. The play was
Rowcliffe pass to
set up by a
Jeff Smith '93. Grandison then scored
touchon the next play wuh a

4

40-ya-

rd

17-ya- rd

A down run. The run ted the score

The

17-ya- rd

14-1- 4.

run also made

leadGrandison the Soots all-tiTom
surpassed
He
ing rusher.
3912career
Dingle's 1950s record of
rushing yards.
Bob Tucker, head coach for the
Scots, said "With our injury situation and especially after getting only
60 yards against Kenyon, I did not
picture him getting it." Grandison,
however, in the penultimate game of
the season, set an NCAC record by
rushing for 292 yards. This one
performance rekindled Grandison's
record hopes.
Tucker said that after the Eariham
game, "I knew he would do it against
Denison. He ran with the greatest
determination that I have seen anyone run with, and at any level of
play. Ifanyonedeservedtogetit,he
me

Gtr

Tab Acr Brain Giandbon
TO

"92.

I

1

Saturday's season emxnq loss
above, rushed k 188 yards on 47 attempt w
WOOSTER
RECORD. PHOTO BY
A
CARET.
4. 069 YARDS IN Bt.

Mixe Pepper.
JOHN MORROW
Voice Football Correspondent
The rivalry is 102 yean old. It was
continued last weekend in a typical
Red fashion.
Fighting Scots-Bi- g
the rivalry was
game
of
The 66th
attempt in the
goal
field
decided on a
game.
final minute of the
Scots
the Fightings
Unfortunately,
y-- "UIUUIIUIinil ltlMV

KX.1-YH-

A

were o-- bk to convert the attempt, and
they fcll just short of defeating the Big
Red. The final score was
The Big Red lead the series 3
21-2- 0.

1-2-

9-6.

It was an evenly matched game
from the outset The Scots defense
held the Big Red on their first possession. On the ensuing possession, the
scoring
Scots mounted a 73 yard
-

Grandison Leaves Wooster
Football as Scot's All- Time Leading Rusher
JASON GINDELE
Voice Sports Editor
Brian Grandison 92 finished out
an incredible career with 188 yards
on 47 attempts in the Fighting Scots'
narrow loss to Denison last Saturday.
Grandison leaves Wooster as the
best running back to ever play in a
Scot uniform, and his name can be
found at the top of numerous Wooster
lists.
His 4069 career rushing yards is a
Wooster record, just ahead of Tom
Dingle '58. who's 3912 yards had
held op for thirty years before

Grandison topped it last weekend.
Grandison also holds records for
yards in a season (1236, 491). and
yards in a game (292, 11991 vs.
Eariham), among others.
The North Coast Athletic Conference honored Grandison as it's 1 99 1
Offensive Player of the Year, and
named him to the conference's first
team for his efforts.
The native of Akron was also
named Sports Illustrated?? Player of
the Week in the last issue for his 292
yard performance (an NCAC record)
against Eariham.

d
drive. The score came off a
tailback
92,
Grandison
Brian
by
run
for the Scots. Mphatso Namwali's
93 extra point was successful.
lead was shortlived for the
The
Scots. Two possessions later, the Big
Red mounted their own touchdown
drive. It took the Big Red only three
plays in 49 seconds to drive 43 yards
one-yar-

7-- 0

deserved and earned everything he
got."
The second half began with a Scots
touchdown drive. The drive was
capped by another Rowcliffe-to-Smit- h
pass completion. The extra
point was unsuccessful. Denison
scored on the next drive. The score
favored Denison
Despite the one drive, the defense
was tenacious. The Scots forced the
Big Red to punt five of its six possessions. The intense defense gave the
Scots offense the opportunity to
overcome the Denison lead. That
opportunity came with 3:18 left in
the game.
"
Starting at their own 47 yard line,
the Scots began their final offensive
drive. Rowcliffe completed five of
six completions. The Scots had the
ball on the Big Red 1 2 yard line with
under a minute to play. The Scots
were unable to break through the
tough Denison defense.
The Scots went for a field goal.
attempt was unsuccessThe
ful. The Scots fell just short of the
victory,
Tucker said, "I did not think that it
would come down to that, they just
happened to come up with one more
somewhere along the line." It was
an emotional ending to an emotional
season. Tucker explained, "it was a
combination ofknowing that the season was over, and for the seniors,
that their careers as a player are
finished. They have put a lot into
this program."
21-2- 0.

30-ya- rd

21-2- 0.

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY

Kelley Sprints to Nationals

BETH BLAKEMORE
Voice Sports Writer
It's that time of the year again;
time for the Scots to hang up the
spikes after yet another successful
cross country season.
In the regional meet held at Terre
Haute. Indiana's Rose Hulman Institute of Technology last Saturday,
first- finished eighth, behind
men MiMJitw
the
UW MWa
sixth-plac- e
place Calvin College and
conference rival Denison Univer
sity.
The Scots came off a six and a
half-horoad trip to face seventeen
other schools on the relatively flat
course.
and muddy
The climax of the afternoon came
ur

eight-kilomet- er

.
ss..t
A..A it:, out
Kelley 93! dueled
when Jason xrn
in the last 100 meters with the even- tualwinnerThadKarnehm of Calvin
College.
Jason ended up second in 25:42
and according to head coach Dennis
Rice "Jason ran the best race of his
collegiate career. He has really become a great runner."
He easily secured a birth at the
national meet and will travel to
Christopher Newport in Newport
News, VA., for the race next Saturday.
Wheeler Spaulding '94 backed up
Kelley, running with one of the lead
packs to finish 42nd in an impressive 27:24.

Adam Meyers
UvVin
Working together,
tnothr Adam
Jeff Beck
94 (27:40),
co-capt-

ain

92 (27:42), and Kevin Cavanaugh
'93 (27:47) completed the top five.
They placed 55th, 57th, and 61st,
respectively.
Paul Kinney '95 came off injury
to complete his first collegiate cross
country season with a 28:21, 86th
place finish.
Not far behind, David Stouffer
'94 sprinted around the final lake to
finish 89th in 28:26.
The Scots will now take a much
needed rest from running before they
embark on the indoor track season
which begins on January 17 against
Ohio Wesleyan.

